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Abstract 
This paper gives some simple examples to explain the biggest mistake of fuzzy sets is that definition of fuzzy sets 
with mapping, but that the definition of “Membership Function” “can not express” and “can not express accurately” 
the problems of the fuzzy information. On this basis, through discussion of three possibility measure axioms, it points 
out that the possibility measure is not correct. And it gives examples to point out the unparallelism of the credibility 
measure and the possibility measure. Therefore, to solve the problems of fuzzy mathematics should start from the 
definition of fuzzy subsets of this fundamental problems, rather than repair the existing theory or establish the axiom 
system. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1965 through membership functions L.A.Zadeh who is American control expert established the 
fuzzy sets concept[1] which is used to express and deal with some of the natural world are not part of the 
blur part of a discipline. And in many practical areas, it has been applied. To deal with the fuzzy events, 
Zadeh puts forward the possibility measure and necessity measure in 1978 and 1979.Then Liu proposed 
the Credibility Measure in 2002[2].
By the establishment of medium mathematics system, fuzzy mathematics seems to have been the basis 
of strict justice and supporting the logic system which won't appear more serious problems and a crisis. 
However, with the application and development of fuzzy mathematic theory, the growing numbers of 
scholars have found some problems in fuzzy mathematics. 
Some of the scholars, such as Pro.WuHeQin and Pro.YeHongDong since 2004 have published many 
thesis. For example, the essay “Discussion on the Operation of Fuzzy Sets”, “The Fourth Mathematics 
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Crisis”, “Smoke Signals Rising on All Sides: Fuzzy Mathematics Crisis” and “Fuzzy Model Identification 
Is Too Wrong”, they are point out the equality included in fuzzy sets is wrong and the fuzzy matrix 
synthesis formulae are fault and so on. And the essay “A Miss Is As Good As a Mile”[3] which published 
in Digest of Management Science in 2010 (2) and the works “Clearly Sets and Its Application”[4] by 
Pro.WuHeQin illustrates that fuzzy mathematical theories cannot be used to express and dispose the fuzzy 
information that some of the parts belong to while the rest does not. Especially the essay “A Second 
Discussion on the Fourth Mathematical Crisis” [5] which published in Fuzzy Systems and Mathematics in 
2010 (10) emphasized again fuzzy mathematics existing mistake is not imperfection of axiomatic system 
justice system and supporting logic system, but the definition is wrong. Now we will demonstrate that it is 
impossible to determine if there are parts pertaining to while the rest does not by mapping.  
2. Two mistakes by L. A. Zadeh 
This problem has been elaborated in the paper“What is wrong with fuzzy logic”, here we would not 
say it again, but we need to add that: 
Since 2004, the research of the clear-set theories has been carried on for less than six years, yet this 
school is spread and supported by tens of the relevant institutions and media both at home and abroad. 
They declare that the relevant theories of clear sets are of high value both academically and theoretically 
as they are the newest academic points of view, the most advanced academic ideas for solving the global 
math problems and fill the gaps of the concerned research fields.  
The essence is that L. A. Zadeh improperly defined fuzzy sets with mapping and furthermore, he also 
defined the join and intersection operations by selecting the maximal and minimal values. In fact, the 
fuzzy school knew the problem of selecting the values and they provide many arithmetic operators, 
especially the notions of t- and S- bound norms which are proven wrong in Chapter Five and Seven of 
Clear Sets and Their Applications by Wu Huaying. Therefore, we can safely draw the conclusion that 
fuzzy-set theorists have not yet provided a reasonable definition for the join and intersection operations. 
Concerning the topic mentioned above, the academician Gao Qingshi points out in his The Foundation 
of New Fuzzy Set Theory [7]: due to the fact that Zadeh and his followers have not seriously checked their 
deficiencies, occasional theories are resorted to in guiding the assortment of arithmetic operators in order 
to conceal their defects. Therefore, this field is confused that the old defect is not yet overcome when a 
new one comes up. The system is disordered without a unanimous scientific foundation or a clear idea 
what the correct arithmetic operators are to be used. A fault is claimed to be the advanced achievements 
that break the bondage of and a challenge to the tradition. As a result, people are misguided to think that 
fuzzy-set theories must go against the normal thoughts, logic and concepts. 
3. Wu Huaying problem 
On Feb. 28th, 2010, WHQ and his daughter Wu Huaying (WHY) were discussing about the concepts 
of clear and fuzzy sets, WHQ said: A circle O whose center O is black and the rest red, one may ask if 
circle O a red circle. The answer can only be that some part of the circle (except the center) belongs to the 
red circle, while the rest (the center) does not. Then, according to the fuzzy-set theories, a mapping is 
predetermined. 
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But what is )(xredμ ? WHY answered: 1)( =xredμ should be false, as the circle is not completely red, 
and so are , even to the infinite, .
Then, the value of
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μ is not determined. In fact, the situation remains the same whether there are 
some countable or uncountable black spots. Furthermore, when the red part of the circle O is any 
immeasurable subset, it is even harder to determine the value of )( xredμ .
4. The discussion about three axioms of possibility measure 
SupposedΘ  is a nonempty set, p ( ) represents the power set of Θ . Possibility measures of the 
three axioms [2] are as follows: 
Θ
Axiom 1: =1.{ }ΘPos{ }=Axiom 2 0φPos .
Axiom 3  For any set group{  of p( ), there is}iA Θ { } { }i
i
i
i
APosAPos sup=U .
Define 3[2] : SupposeΘ is a nonempty set, p(Θ ) represents the power set of Θ . If  satisfies the 
three axioms, then call it the possibility measure. 
Pos
Define 4[2]:SupposeΘ s a nonempty set, p(Θ ) resents the power set of Θ . If Po s the po ibility 
measure, then the triple (Θ , p(Θ ), os ) is called ossibility space. 
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For convenience, this paper gives a simple example and one of a definition of norm direct sum of the s-
norm on page 26 of the literature [8] to analyse the three axioms of probability measure. 
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Suppose discourse domain , recordedΘ =U and the set group  which is 
made of any two sets in p ( ). Suppose two fuzzy sets 
},,{ cbaU = 2,1},{ =iAi
Θ
}1.01.01.0{1 cbaA ++= and }c2.02.02.0{2 ba ++=A . Then it has the following conclusion. 
① For cbaU 111 ++=Θ= , there exists .1]1,1,1max[}{ ==ΘPos
② For cba 000 ++=φ , there exists 0]0,0,0max[}{ ==φPos .
③ Look at Axiom 3. The left side of Axiom 3, , according the definition of 
direct sum, there is this conclusion: 
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Therefore . Then the left side of Axiom 3is 
.
1]1,1,1max[}{ 21 ==AAPos U
1}{} 21 == AAPosAi
i
UU{Pos
And because , , the 
right side of Axiom 3 .
1.0]1.0,1.0,1.0max[}{ 1 ==APos
},{max{}{sup 1APosAPos i
i
=
2.0]2.0,2.0,2.0max[}{ 2 ==APos
}}{ 2APos 2.0}2.0,1.0max{ ==
To sum up, according to the given definition of s-norm, we can obtain this conclusion: 
, that is to say Axiom 3 is untenable. }}{,}{max{}{ 2121 APosAPosAAPos ≠U
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Obtained from a simple example: Axiom 3 which as fuzzy theory is untenable. Since the axiom 3 of 
possibility measures is untenable, so how can it as a possibility measure?  
On page 315 of literature [8]: The processing of possibility theory has two kinds of methods: one is 
introduced as an extension of fuzzy theory; the second method makes possibility theory built on the basis 
of axiom. For the first method, the previous analysis point out Zadeh unduly defined fuzzy sets with 
mapping. Since the definition of fuzzy set is incorrect, then the possibility theory is also wrong. For the 
second method, the above analysis point out Axiom 3 is untenable, so it should not as axiom, nor as the 
axiom. So the possibility theory must be existing problems. Therefore, there is no need to study the 
possibility measure. 
From the above discussion, we can see that the fuzzy-set theories defined by L. A. Zadeh cannot even 
express, or solve simple fuzzy problem that parts belong to while the rest does not. How can it develop 
further as the foundation of fuzzy theories? 
5. The unparallelism between credibility measure and probability measure 
Define 5[2] Suppose ( , p( ), ) is a possibility space, Θ Θ Pos A is one of elements of power set p( )
, then is called 
Θ
}c{Pos1}{ AANec −= necessity measure of event A .
Define 6[2] (Liu and Liu [4]) Suppose (Θ , p ( ), ) is a possibility space, Θ Pos A  is one of elements of 
power set p(Θ ) , then =}{ ACr }){ A}(2 +{ Apos1 Nec is called credibility measure of event A .
In fuzzy theory, credibility measure plays a similar role of probability measure. But in fact, we get a 
different conclusion through analysis and proof. Now given a discourse domain  and two 
proper subsets and which included U for example to give the explanation. 
},,{ cbaU =
},{ baA =
c
}{aB =
cIn classical set, and . According to fuzzy set theory,}{cA = },{ cbB = cbaA 011 ++= ,
cbaAc 100 ++= , cbaB 001 ++= , cbaB c 110 ++= , then: ,
, , ,
so, , . To sum up, we can get
1]0,1,1max[}{ ==APos
1]1,1,0max[}{ ==cB
=}{ACr
1]1,0,0max[}{ ==cAPos
011}{ =−=ANec Nec
1]0,0,1max[}{ ==BPos
011 =−=
Pos
}{B 21)01(21 =+ ,
=}{BCr 21)01(21 =+ .
According to classical probability model knowledge, the probability measure of event A is 32)( =Ap
， 31)( =Bp .
Through calculating credibility measure and classical probability of the two proper subsets getting this 
conclusion: when the number of elements of discourse domain is odd number greater than 1, any proper 
subset of discourse domainU which is also to say the credibility measure of every event is not equal to 
the classical probability measure of this event, and whether concluding several elements in subset, there is 
always the possibility measure is 1 and the credibility measure is
U
21 . Actually classical probability is 
different due to different the number of elements of proper subset. 
Fuzzy set is a generalization of classical sets, the credibility measure and probability measure in the 
value should be the same, but through the analysis, we have the credibility measure is not parallel with the 
probability measure. The credibility measure how to play the role of the probability measure? Therefore, 
studying credibility measures and the possibility measure is no value and no meaning. 
6. Conclusion 
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This article points out the error of the theory foundation of possibility measure through simple 
example is the definition of fuzzy sets with mapping, and it is even more wrong for someone 
regards { } { }i
i
i
i
APosA sup=UPos  as axiom. 
To classical set as an example, we obtain this conclusion: when the number of elements of discourse 
domain U  is odd number greater than 1, any proper subset of discourse domain U  which is also to say 
the credibility measure of every event is not equal to the classical probability measure of this event. 
Therefore the credibility measure cannot play the role of the probability measure. 
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